
AX IMMORTALITY AND ETIIICS

rate, and it is well for them to make way for another race
aiutituted more rationally and happily."

Granting that philosophy ought to, be able to justify al
e fundamental aides of human nature, this canuot mean
at every desire as such must be gratified. And as to, the
sir-e for eternal ex:istence--what is there so aacred ini it?
ow can its attaininent be implled in the very principles of
Lr nature? Is it not a bit of personal conceit which. Leads
me to, proclaim. philosophy as insolvent because it will not
ýton to demanda based on nothing reaily fundamental? la
bt the demand for immortality in some cases indeed pre-
isterous and morally indecent, requiring as it does a maximum
reward for a minimum of achievement or even effort? And
it be claimed that the belief has. had an invigorating:

ftuence on some of the leaders of human progreas, who had
Letter reason for thinking themselves of value to the universe,
must, on the other hand, be borne in mnd. tha.t it has led
uny to remain quite indifferent to, the dlaims of morality

itil they feit that they were about to shuffle off the "1mortal
oil" To the plea that morality and refigion will not work
ithout a demand. for a future if e being satisfied, the reply is,
3o much the worse for the morality and the religion in
iestion. The remedy for the situation lies in the correction
mistaken, and even unmoral, concepts of morality." The

irden of proof and of practical responsibility resta at the
-esent time on those who proclaim, that without immortality
ligion is a cheat and morality mere seif-deception. Religion
ight not te, and a morality that is not based on an anything-
iU-do-so-long-as-you-believe-it attitude wiil not, attempt to
:cept itef from the principle that, in order to conquer bis
ivironment and mould it according to principles of the good,
i individual must put aside baseless f ears and more idle
,pes, until he disciplines hixnself te see clearly and aot steadi1y.
c>r the philosopher, at ail events, whose prior task is te ascer-
lu the knowledge which may illuminate and guide the
notions, it is more fltting te know the worst than to dream
ie most pleasant. ~ .A IIO


